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Abstract

As the power system is undergoing major changes that affect different stakeholders unequally, power

system literature increasingly recognizes the importance of fairness. This paper focuses specifically

on the concept and quantification of fairness in the context of power system reliability. Power system

decisions not only affect the overall, system reliability level, but also the reliability level for individual

end-users, such as generators, flexibility providers and end-consumers, depending on their location and

characteristics. We analyze and propose Gini-based and variance-based fairness indices. The proposed

indices summarize the inequality and inequity of the distribution of reliability between different entities

in power systems in a single number, which is a measure of the perceived fairness of the reliability

level. These indices allow decision makers to assess the effect of power system decisions on fairness

of reliability, to track it over time and to take appropriate actions to decrease unfairness. This will

help to ensure the social acceptability of power system decisions. The use of the fairness indices is

illustrated using two case studies: real reliability data and system development.
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1. Introduction

Social acceptability is one of the aspects determining the feasibility of power system actions, such as

building new lines, the installation of power flow control equipment, generation adequacy load-shedding

[1], the application of new reliability criteria [2, 3], replacement and maintenance of infrastructure

[4, 5], cross-border cooperation on balancing [6], etc. In a power system reliability context, social5

acceptability is determined by how the reliability level is perceived by the end-users. This depends on

the one hand on the absolute level of reliability and on the other hand on how the positive and negative
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consequences of a decision are distributed among the end-users, i.e., the fairness of the distribution

[7].1

The importance of fairness is increasingly recognized in the power system literature. Wolsink10

[9] found that equity and fairness are the main reasons for public opposition to wind farms, while

Perlaviciute et al. [7] argued that the different drivers for public acceptability, of which fairness is one,

should be assessed from the start of a project and during the implementation phase. This is also stated

by Cohen et al. [10] in the context of local opposition to new transmission lines and by Groppi et al.

[11] who stressed the importance of public engagement in network expansion. Also Wolf et al. [12]15

suggested that measures should be undertaken to raise public acceptance of transmission investments.

Karimi et al. recognized the importance of an equitable network charging scheme [13]. The above

studies indicate the need for adequate assessments of fairness in a power system context.

Nevertheless, the assessment of fairness of the distribution of reliability in power systems is rarely

dealt with in existing literature. To our knowledge, only two papers touch upon the assessment of20

fairness in the context of power system reliability. First, Strbac et al. [14] recognize the importance of

fairness, which they assess by studying detailed reliability data on graphs and in tables. Second, Latif

et al. [15] take this one step further in the context of active power curtailment of rooftop photovoltaic

(PV) systems. They define two measures that quantify fairness: the standard deviation of the absolute

amount of PV energy curtailment and the standard deviation of PV energy curtailment normalized25

to the rated power of the PV installation. The variance and standard deviation are popular indices

to measure dispersion in several application contexts and are also applied to quantify unfairness.

Economic literature, however, has shown that alternative indices, such as the coefficient of variation

and the Gini index, provide a better assessment of fairness. At present, these indices have not been

applied in the power system context.30

To improve the assessment of fairness of the distribution of reliability among end-users in power

systems, we apply economic tools in the power system reliability context. First, we propose fairness

ratios to assess the distribution of reliability among end-users based on two interpretations of fairness:

equality and equity. Second, we develop and analyze Gini-based and variance-based fairness indices

that summarize fairness of the distribution of reliability in a single value. The proposed fairness indices35

are generic, as they can be formulated in terms of various reliability indicators, such as energy not

supplied, interruption cost, interruption duration, etc. The application and usefulness of the fairness

indices are illustrated in two case studies where the reliability level for consumers is unequally affected.

1Nowadays, regulatory practice focuses on the absolute, average level of reliability in terms of indicators, such as

system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI), system average interruption duration index (SAIDI), expected

energy not supplied (EENS), interruption duration (ID), and interruption cost [8].
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The first case study evaluates the fairness of the distribution of reliability among consumers in Norway

between 2006 and 2016 based on real Norwegian reliability data. The regulator can execute this type40

of assessment to evaluate system operation in practice. The second case study illustrates how the

fairness indices can be applied in system development to assess investment options and how system

stakeholders can collect detailed information about the fairness using the proposed indices.

In general, the fairness indices can be applied to assess the impact of actions in system design and

operation on the distribution of reliability over end-users. Besides building new lines, these actions45

comprise installing power flow control equipment, designing generation adequacy load-shedding plans,

executing load curtailment actions and applying new reliability criteria. The generic design of the

indices enables the assessment of the unfairness of reliability provided to different types of end-users,

not only end-consumers, but also generators and flexibility providers, i.e., how often they cannot

provide their service to their customers due to network issues. 2
50

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines fairness in a power system

reliability context in a qualitative way and introduces the fairness ratios. Section 3 discusses the

developed Gini-based fairness indices and their strengths and weaknesses. Section 4 discusses the

characteristics of currently used variance-based indices and how they can be improved. The Gini-

based and variance-based unfairness indices are compared in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 illustrate55

the use of the developed Gini-based fairness indices in two case studies. Section 8 introduces possible

measures to reduce unfairness of the distribution of reliability between consumers. Finally, Section 9

concludes the paper.

2. Fairness in a power system reliability context

The perceived fairness of the distribution of reliability in power systems is determined by the60

fairness preferences of power system stakeholders. For example, some people want the same reliability

level for everyone, while others prefer to supply a higher reliability level to people that pay more or are

more in need of a higher reliability level. Distributive justice theory summarizes these two opposing

fairness preferences as equity and equality [16]. Equity is defined as giving everyone what they need or

deserve, whereas equality is defined as treating everyone the same, regardless of differences in needs or65

desert [17]. As both equity and equality preferences determine fairness, our proposed indices can be

expressed in terms of equity or equality depending on the applied reliability indicators. In the end,

the decision maker determines which reliability indicator(s) are used, preferably based on society’s

2Due to the applicability of the index to different types of end-users, the general terminology ’end-users’ is used in

the remainder of the paper, which can refer to generators, flexibility providers or consuming entities, such as individual

consumers, consumer groups or nodes.
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preferences.3

2.1. Equality and equity in a power system reliability context70

Service reliability of an electric power system is defined as the ability to adequately satisfy the de-

mand under give operating conditions for a given time interval [18]. Reliability is commonly evaluated

using reliability indicators like energy not supplied [MWh], load curtailment [MW], interruption cost

[e] or interruption frequency [#]. These indicators are used to check if network operators meet certain

reliability targets [8] and to determine penalties and rewards in reliability incentive schemes [19].75

When focusing on cost-efficiency, security or adequacy, the absolute reliability level should be

assessed using reliability indicators. When focusing on fairness, however, one should look at the

relative reliability level. This is defined as the ratio of a reliability indicator rj and an appropriate

base variable bj :

relative reliability level =
reliability indicator

base variable
=
rj
bj

(1)

Table 1 summarizes a number of reliability indicators and their associated base variable. For

example, energy not supplied [MWh] should be compared with total energy demand [MWh]. Applicable

reliability indicators r express the reliability level, in physical or economic terms, for individual end-

users or different groups of end-users.4 If all end-users have the same relative reliability level (e.g.

0.01% of their energy demand is not supplied), this could be considered to be a fair distribution of80

reliability.

The last column of Table 1 indicates if the distribution of the relative reliability level
rj
bj

expresses

equality or equity. A definition of fairness based on ENS, or any other physical reliability indicator,

carries the notion of equality, as it does not consider individual-specific characteristics associated with

need. Interruption cost, on the contrary, is obtained by multiplying ENS with its value to consumers,85

represented by the value of lost load (VOLL) Vj , (rj = ICj = ENSj · Vj). As VOLL is a measure of

the consumer valuation of ENS, it is correlated with need. Due to this correlation, the definition of

fairness based on IC carries the notion of equity.

However, interruption cost does not perfectly express equity, as VOLL is not a perfect measure

of need. For example, poor households may be more in need of reliable electricity supply, but will90

3The discussion in this section focuses on the perceived fairness of individual end-users, but similar conclusions can

be drawn on substation or regional level or for consumer groups.
4Note that ’system averaged’ reliability indicators (such as SAIFI or SAIDI) can not be used to assess fairness between

end-consumers, consumer groups or nodes. The base variables in the definition of ’system averaged’ reliability indicators

represent the complete system, whereas the base variables bj in the definition of fairness in this paper on the contrary

represent the group of end-users experiencing a certain reliability level.
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Table 1: Reliability indicators and their associated base variable

Reliability indicator r Unit of r Base variable b Unit of r
b Equality/Equity

Energy not supplied1 MWh Energy demand2 % Equality

Load curtailment MW Power demand2 % Equality

Total interruption duration Min # consumers per group Min/cons Equality

Interruption cost e Energy demand2 e/MWh Equity

Total cost borne by consumer3 e Energy demand2 e/MWh Equity

RES energy curtailment MWh Scheduled energy output % Equality

RES energy curtailment MWh Capacity factor MWh Equality

1 Depending on whether the index is used in an ex-ante or ex-post evaluation, resp. expected energy

not served (EENS) or energy not served (ENS) is used.

2 Power and energy demand corresponds to the gross, effective request for electricity of the end-

consumer, i.e., the supplied load added with the curtailed load.

3 The total cost borne by consumers equals the interruption cost added with the payments made to

fund a compensation scheme reduced with received compensations.

typically have a lower VOLL than rich households. On the contrary, it makes sense to provide a higher

reliability level to hospitals or high VOLL industry.

If curtailment of renewable energy sources (RES) is used as a reliability indicator for RES power

producers, the rated power of the installation, the scheduled energy output or the capacity factor can

be used as base variable. The main difference between these base variables is that the scheduled energy95

output and capacity factor omit unfairness due to for instance a bad location of the installation, which

is implicitly included if the rated power of the installation is used as a base. The fairness index applied

in [15] thus considers both the unfairness due to the location and the energy curtailment. To assess the

unfairness resulting from system operation, the scheduled energy output or capacity factor are more

appropriate base variables.100

2.2. Generic fairness ratio

The relative reliability level can be used to compare the reliability level of different end-users.

Using one of the reliability indicators of Table 1, a value above the average means that this consumer’s

reliability level is below average. A downside of the above relative reliability indicators is that units

differ and that individual values are only meaningful when compared to the average. Therefore, we

propose an alternative fairness ratio where both the reliability indicator and the base variable are
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normalized using the total sum of their values:

fairness ratio = ρj = normalized relative reliability level =
rj/

∑
j′∈J rj′

bj/
∑

j′∈J bj′
(2)

Fair: ρj = 1 ∀j ∈ J (3)

That is, the fairness ratio ρ of consumer j expresses the share of this end-user’s unreliability rj in the

total unreliability relative to its share in the total base variable. If this ratio equals one for all end-users

in the set J of end-users under consideration, the distribution of reliability among the end-users is

considered to be fair. If the distribution is not perfectly equal, some end-users j are more (ρj > 1) or105

less affected (ρj < 1).5

Both the relative reliability level and the fairness ratio make it possible to compare the reliability

level of different end-users and get a sense of the unfairness of the distribution. However, to assess total

unfairness in the power system, they should be combined into a single index. The next two sections

will propose Gini-based and variance-based indices that combine individual fairness ratios into a single110

fairness index.

3. A Gini-based fairness index in a power system reliability context

So far the Gini index is not applied in a power system context. Nevertheless, it is the most

widely used fairness index in other application contexts, such as income [20, 21, 22, 23], insurance [24],

education [25], biodiversity [26]. One of the reasons for the popularity of the Gini index is that it is115

easy to understand how to compute it based on Lorenz curves. This section explains how the Gini

index can be calculated in a power system reliability context based on Lorenz curves and it discusses

its characteristics.

3.1. Lorenz curve

Lorenz curves represent the distribution of reliability between end-users. A Lorenz curve plots the

cumulative proportion of the relative base variable Bk with respect to the cumulative proportion of

the relative unreliability Rk. The end-users are ranked according to an increasing fairness ratio. The

cumulative proportion of the relative base variable Bk can be calculated as:

Bk =

k∑
j=1

b[j]∑
j′∈J bj′

∀k = 1..J (4)

B0 = 0 (5)

BJ = 1 (6)

5The fairness ratio ρj can also be derived analytically based on the analytical formulation of the Lorenz curve (see

next section), as explained in Appendix A.
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b[j] represents the jth order statistic of the base variable, which corresponds to the base variable of the

end-user having the jth smallest relative unreliability
rj
bj

. Where J is the set of end-users under analysis

and J the number of end-users in the set J .6 The cumulative proportion of relative unreliability Rk

can be calculated as:

Rk =

k∑
j=1

r[j]∑
j′∈J rj′

∀k = 1..J (7)

R0 = 0 (8)

RJ = 1 (9)

r[j] represents the jth order statistic of the reliability indicator according to
rj
bj

. The fairness ratio120

represents the slope of the different pieces of the piecewise-linear Lorenz curve. If ρj = 1 ∀j ∈ J , the

Lorenz curve is a straight line with coefficient of direction equal to 1, as illustrated by the dotted line

in Fig. 1. If ρj 6= 1 ∀j ∈ J , the Lorenz curve will be below the line of fairness, as illustrated by the

bold line in Fig. 1. The closer the Lorenz curve is to the line of fairness, the more fair the distribution

of reliability.
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Figure 1: Lorenz curve in terms of power system reliability. The line of equality is dotted ( ).

125

3.2. Gini-based fairness index based on the Lorenz curve

The proposed Gini-based fairness index of power system reliability U is defined as the ratio of the

surface area between the line of fairness and the Lorenz curve (A) over the total surface area under

the line of fairness (A+B):

U =
A

A+B
(10)

6The end-users can refer to generators, flexibility providers or consuming entities, such as individual end-consumers,

consumer groups or geographical regions of consumers, depending on the applied reliability indicator and base variable.
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Surface area B can be calculated using the surface areas of the trapezoids under each of the pieces of

the piecewise-linear Lorenz curve. This leads to the following formula for U :

U = 1−
J∑

k=1

(Bk −Bk−1)(Rk +Rk−1) (11)

The end-users j are ranked according to increasing fairness ratios, i.e., ρj ≤ ρj+1. The analytical

derivation of the index is discussed in Appendix B.

3.3. Characteristics of Gini-based fairness indices

Gini-based fairness indices summarize fairness as a value between zero and one. A value of zero130

means that unreliability is distributed equally among all end-users. The closer the fairness index is to

one, the more unreliability is limited to a few end-users and the more the distribution of reliability is

perceived to be unfair. A value of one represents total unfairness, i.e. all unreliability is concentrated

in a single end-user. The value is thus a direct measure of the unfairness. Moreover, the bounded scale

enables the use of the index in multi-attribute decision theory if a trade-off needs to be made between135

different parameters of interest, such as efficiency, reliability and fairness [27].

The main strength of a fairness index is that the extent of fairness is summarized as a single

value. This allows for a simple assessment of the fairness of power system decisions. However, detailed

information about the position of each end-user with respect to the fair situation cannot be directly

derived from the fairness index. This information can be obtained based on the fairness ratios ρj .140

The fairness index complemented with the fairness ratios ρj calculated per end-user j reveals more

information than the original data.

4. Variance-based fairness indices in a power system reliability context

The standard deviation is the only measure applied in power system literature so far to assess

unfairness in a power system reliability context [15]. In this section we show that this measure is145

not ideal, as its reference point does not have a clear physical meaning. Two modifications in the

formulation can transform the standard deviation to a more suitable index to assess the unfairness of

the distribution of reliability in power systems: the coefficient of variation.

4.1. Standard deviation as fairness index in a power system reliability context

The standard deviation can be used to measure the dispersion in terms of unreliability in the

system. It is a measure of the average deviation of an individual from the reference point. The

standard deviation is typically defined with the mean as reference point. If we express the standard
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deviation in terms of the relative reliability defined in Section 2, this results in:

σ =

√√√√ 1

J

J∑
j=1

(
rj
bj
− E

[
rj
bj

])2

(12)

Note that the reference point in this expression is the mean of the ratios
(
E
[
rj
bj

])
, which is an average

over the entities. The mean of the ratios does not have a clear physical meaning in terms of fairness,

as defined in Section 2. A more suitable reference point would be the fair relative reliability level, as

the ultimate objective of using the fairness index is to measure the deviations from fairness.7 Using

Eq. (2), the fair relative reliability level (ρj = 1) equals:∑
j′∈J rj′∑
j′∈J bj′

(13)

Using this as the new reference point leads to an alternative expression of the standard deviation:

σalt =

√√√√ 1

J

J∑
j=1

(
rj
bj
−
∑

j′∈J rj′∑
j′∈J bj′

)2

(14)

4.2. Characteristics of variance-based fairness indices150

Similarly to the Gini-based index, the variance-based indices do not capture where the inequality

actually occurs in the distribution. However, this information can be obtained based on the fairness

ratios ρj .

A drawback of the standard deviation is that it is hard to make comparisons between different

systems with different ratios of
∑

j′∈J rj′∑
j′∈J bj′

, because the standard deviation is not scale invariant [28].

This is solved by dividing the standard deviation by its reference point, leading to the coefficient of

variation:

CV =
σalt∑
j′∈J rj′∑
j′∈J bj′

=

√√√√ 1

J

J∑
j=1

(ρj − 1)2 (15)

A drawback of the coefficient of variation is that although it is expressed on a relative scale, it is not

defined on a zero - one scale. Therefore, it cannot be interpreted as a direct measure of the degree of155

unfairness.

5. Comparing Gini-based and variance-based fairness indices

An extensive economic literature exists studying the properties of different unfairness indices.8

This literature focuses on both the practical use and the underlying assumptions of unfairness indices.

7The fair relative reliability level can also be interpreted as the average reliability level.
8 See [29] for a comprehensive overview.
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In terms of underlying assumptions, the coefficient of variation and the Gini index are preferred over160

the standard deviation, because the latter implicitly assumes a quadratic welfare function, while the

economic literature generally agrees on concave welfare functions [21].9

The practical use of the unfairness indices is determined by five properties, which are summarized

for the four indices in Table 2. First, except for standard deviation (12), the reference point of all

indices has a physical interpretation. Second, only the coefficient of variation and the Gini index are165

scale invariant, meaning that the inequality indicator does not change when multiplying the reliability

indicator of each entity by the same scalar. Third, only the Gini coefficient is bounded on a zero -

one scale. This facilitates interpretation and allows for easy comparison between different reliability

indicators. Moreover, it facilitates its use in multi-attribute decision theory, which can be useful

if different performance aspects should be considered in decision making. By contrast, the other170

indices can have vastly different values for different reliability indicators. Fourth, the Gini index has a

transparant graphical interpretation, as it is based on the Lorenz curve, which is a powerful method of

illustrating the inequality. Fifth, all variance-based indices are decomposable, while the Gini index is

not. That is, there is no coherent relationship between inequality in the whole of society and inequality

in its constituent parts. This means that one cannot decompose the Gini’s measured inequality into175

the part that is due to inequality within entities (e.g. consumer groups or counties, as in Section 6)

and the part that is due to differences between entities. The Gini index only allows the quantification.

Table 2: A summary of the practical properties of the studied indices

Variance-based

σ (12) σalt (14) CV (15) U (11)

Reference point has a physical interpretation X X X

Scale invariant X X

Defined on a zero - one scale X

Transparent graphical interpretation X

Decomposable into its constituent parts X X X

The above discussion shows that the standard deviation is clearly outperformed by the coefficient

of variation and the Gini index, but that neither has all ideal properties. However, because the Gini

index is bounded on a zero - one scale, it has a transparant graphical interpretation, and it is the most180

9A complete analysis of the mathematical assumptions of the considered inequality indices is beyond the scope of this

paper, but in short: both the coefficient of variation and the Gini index satisfy the weak principle of transfers, symmetry,

scale independence and population independence.
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commonly used measure of inequality in economic studies on inequality of income, we recommend to

use the Gini index in future academic or policy work on fairness and inequality in a power system

reliability context. Therefore, the case studies below mainly focus on the Gini index, whereas the

coefficient of variation has only been briefly touched upon.10

6. Case study I: Electricity reliability in Norway185

Regulatory agencies can use the proposed indices to assess the level of discrimination between

consumers based on detailed reliability data. This section takes a closer look at the distribution

of reliability in different counties and among consumer groups in Norway. The Norwegian Water

Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) has been collecting detailed reliability data since 1995 using

the FASIT tool [30]. All Norwegian transmission and distribution network operators are required to190

report the consequences of each outage. Based on the reported interruption time period of each affected

consumer type, the tool calculates the interruption duration, interrupted power, ENS and interruption

cost for each consumer type at each location. The resulting reliability data are published every year

for six voltage levels, 19 counties, 117 network operators and 36 consumer groups [31].11 If similar

data are collected for other countries, the level of unfairness of reliability can be compared between195

countries. The proposed indices can be applied to any set of disaggregate reliability data, such as data

on the regional level or consumer group level.

6.1. Distribution of reliability between counties

The distribution of unreliability among different counties is hard to evaluate by decision makers

based on detailed reliability data. Fig. 2a shows the share in total ENS of each county j for the 12200

years. Based on this figure, one might conclude that unreliability is distributed quite equally among

countries in the different years, except for some years in counties 12 and 14. However, this analysis

does not take into account the relative electricity consumption of each of the counties, which is an

important factor to determine the equality of the distribution of unreliability.

Combining the data of Fig. 2a with relative electricity consumption data results in the fairness205

ratio ρENS
j , which corresponds to Eq. (2) with rj the energy not supplied per county and bj the

energy demand per county. Fig. 2b shows that some rural areas have a fairness ratio above one,

10Note that a large number of other inequality indices has been developed. All of them could be used to quantify

inequality of power system reliability - although some have less desirable properties or require additional assumptions -

but none of them has such a widespread usage as the Gini index.
11See the NVE website https://www.nve.no/reguleringsmyndigheten-for-energi-rme-marked-og-monopol/

nettjenester/leveringskvalitet/leveringspalitelighet/avbruddsstatistikk/ for publications of earlier years.

11
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Figure 2: Analysis of the detailed reliability data for the 19 Norwegian counties in 2006-2016 (Original data: [31])
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meaning that they have a relatively high level of ENS.12 On the contrary, fairness ratios are below

one in the more urban, southern counties, notably Oslo (county 3) and its surroundings (counties 1,

2 and 7). The high shares of energy not supplied of county 14 (Møre og Romsdal) in 2011 and 2013210

was due to severe stormy weather on respectively December 24-25 and March 2. Because this county

has the largest consumption of all Norwegian counties, the translation into a high fairness ratio is

somewhat mitigated. Similarly, for counties with a very low consumption (like counties 4, 9, 18 and

19), blackouts with a relatively low share of energy not supplied translate into higher fairness ratios

for these counties. For example, a heavy snow storm in January-February 2006 led to around 1800215

MWh energy not supplied in county 9 (Aust Agder). This is only 12% of the 2006 ENS in Norway,

but leads to a very large fairness ratio of 7 because it was a significant interruption for such a small

county.

The reliability level differs between counties and its distribution differs over time. Evaluating the

evolution of inequality in terms of reliability is only possible by aggregating the information into a220

single value. Fig. 2c shows the evolution of the fairness indices UENS and CV ENS of the above

distribution of reliability between counties. This figure shows that the two inequality indices generally

follow the same pattern over time. Only in 2016 and 2017, the coefficient of variation and the Gini

index reached opposite conclusions about the evolution of inequality. During the 12 studied years, the

Gini index is between 0.24 and 0.49, while the coefficient of variation is between 0.7 and 0.99, except225

for the 2006 outlier of 1.713. Both indices indicate that inequality does not show a particular upward or

downward trend14, which makes sense as inequality is not a policy objective at the moment. It is also

worth noting that the levels of the indices can not be compared, because the coefficient of variation is

by construction not bounded between zero and one.

6.2. Distribution of reliability between consumer groups230

The Norwegian data also make it possible to assess the unfairness of reliability between consumer

groups. Fig. 3a shows the fairness ratio in terms of ENS ρENS
g for each consumer group g for 2012 to

2016. This figure shows that agricultural and residential consumers have a fairness ratio above one,

meaning that they have a relatively high level of ENS. Industry and large industry have the lowest

fairness ratio.235

12More specifically, the ten counties with the lowest population density are (in increasing order): 19, 13, 17, 18, 4,

5, 16, 15, 8 and 9. Four of these (4, 9, 18 and 19) have a fairness ratio that is on average above 2, meaning that their

relative ENS is twice as high as the national average.
13The outlier is mainly due to the high fairness index of county 9. Note that the Gini index is less sensitive to these

outliers.
14Discarding the 2006 outlier, the trendline is completely flat for the Gini index and -0.01 for the coefficient of variation.
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Similarly, Fig. 3b shows the fairness ratio ρICg , which corresponds to Eq. (2) with rj the interruption

cost per consumer group g and bj the energy demand per consumer group g for 2012 to 2016. This

figure shows that the interruption cost of large industry is relatively low, whereas the interruption cost

of commercial consumers is relatively high.

The analysis of both figures shows that large industry receives a favorable treatment, both in terms240

of energy not supplied and interruption cost. Although agriculture has a relatively high level of ENS,

its low VOLL makes that it is on average fairly treated in terms of interruption cost. Commercial

consumers are on average fairly treated in terms of ENS, but are highly unfairly treated in terms of

interruption cost. This is because of their relatively high VOLL. It is worth discussing the 2013 spike

in ρENS
g of commercial consumers. That year a severe stormy weather caused a three-day 120 MW245

interruption of the Ormen Lange gasfield and pipeline.15 As the corresponding VOLL is fairly low

(probably because the production and transportation facility was fairly flexible or a backup generator

was available), this very long interruption translates into an average fairness ratio ρICg .

Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d show that in Norway there was no particular trend of unfairness in terms of

reliability between consumer groups in 2012-2016, not in terms of UENS neither in terms of U IC. This250

makes sense as fairness is not a policy objective at the moment. Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d also show that

the values of the fairness indices depend on the level of consumer aggregation. The index increases if

the six consumer groups, indicated with the solid line, are disaggregated into 36 groups, indicated by

the dashed line.

7. Case study II: Investment decisions255

This case study illustrates the assessment of unfairness of the distribution of service reliability

among consumers in a system-development context. The impact of system reinforcements on the

unfairness is assessed using a Gini-based fairness index. The case study illustrates which information

can be obtained from a detailed assessment of the unfairness based on fairness indices and fairness

ratios. A five-node test system, based on the Roy Billinton Reliability test system, is used.260

7.1. Data

The base case system is shown in solid lines in Fig. 4. The existing line 4-5 has a capacity of 20

MVA. Two investments are considered in the system:16

1. An additional line with capacity of 40 MVA between node 4 and 5 with phase-shifting transformer

(PST)265

15This is the same event that caused the 2013 spike in county 14, as shown in Fig. 2a.
16The cost-effectiveness of the investments is not the point of concern in this analysis.
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2. Replacement of the line between node 4 and 5 with a line with 60 MVA capacity and PST

1 2

3 4

5

PST

PST

Figure 4: Circuit diagram of the test system

The base case and the two considered system reinforcements are assessed using a non-sequential,

analytical state enumeration technique.17 The hourly total system demand in the test system is based

on the load profile defined in [33]. Total system demand is distributed over two consumer groups at

the different nodes, i.e., residential and non-residential consumers, as specified in [34].270

Operational planning is simulated for a set of characteristic time instances that are weighted by their

probability of occurrence to approximate a full year.18 The selection of the time instances is specified

in [34]. For each time instance, in turn, a set of branch availabilities and real-time realizations of

demand is considered, each with their probability of occurrence. The reliability assessment considers

all N-1 branch outages and 11 demand realizations that are normally distributed, with a standard275

deviation of 4%, around the forecast value of total demand at the corresponding time instance [35].

The simulation is executed using a MATLAB implementation interfacing with a DC security-

constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) implemented in AMPL [3, 36]. The available actions are

generation redispatch, branch switching, phase-shifting transformer tap changing and load curtailment

[37].280

Relative load curtailment (RLC), expressed as an equivalent number of minutes, indicates the

service reliability level in the system:

RLC =

(
ENS

DE

)
· 8760 · 60 [min/year] (16)

To obtain the average service reliability level RLC, ENS
DE =

∑
j∈J ENSj∑
j∈J DE

j
, whereas the individual service

reliability levels RLCj can be obtained if ENS
DE =

ENSj

DE
j

. ENSj and DE
j represent resp. the energy

not supplied and the energy demand of each consumer j.

The case study focuses on unfairness in terms of energy not supplied. The reliability indicator used

in the unfairness index is energy not supplied ENSj and the base variable equals energy demand DE
j285

17Full details about the analytical state enumeration technique can be found in [32].
18The computation time of the power system calculations is not directly linked to the computational burden of the

calculation of the unfairness indices. The calculation of the unfairness indices is a post-processing stage.
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Figure 5: Lorenz curves for unfairness between nodes in terms of expected energy not served for the base case and the

two investment decisions compared to the line of fairness.

in this case. The Gini-based unfairness index in terms of energy not supplied is expressed as UENS.

7.2. Results

Fig. 5 shows the Lorenz curves of unfairness between consumers at different nodes (UENS
node) for the

base case and both considered investment decisions. This figure shows that inequality is lower for both

investments (UENS
node, inv. 1 = 0.54 and UENS

node, inv. 2 = 0.48) compared to the base case (UENS
node, base = 0.57),290

as the Lorenz curves of the cases with investments 1 and 2 are closer to the line representing a fair

distribution than the case without investment. Both investments reduce the relative load curtailment

with nearly the same amount.

The distribution in the reduction of RLC over the different nodes is shown in Fig. 6a. Investment

1 has a slightly negative effect on node 3, but has a positive effect on the other nodes. Investment 2295

significantly reduces RLC at node 5, while having a negative impact on nodes 3 and 4.

Fig. 6b identifies the most unfairly treated nodes by plotting the fairness ratios ρENS
j . This figure

shows that consumers from node 5 have a disproportionately low reliability level in all three cases, but

the effect is reduced with investment 2, resulting in a lower level of inequality.

On top of the inequality between nodes (UENS
node), the index can also be calculated for inequality

between different consumer groups (UENS
cg ) or between different consumer groups at different nodes

(UENS). Fairness ratios ρg per group g, i.e. per node for UENS
node or per consumer group for UENS

cg , equal:

ρENS
g =

∑
j′∈Ig ENSj′∑
j∈J ENSj

·
∑

j∈J D
E
j∑

j′∈Ig D
E
j′

(17)

with Ig the set of consumers belonging to group g. Calculating inequality between individual consumers300

is hard in practice, because exact energy not served and demand per consumer are not available to

system operators. They only have estimations of nodal values. However, by grouping consumers per
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node (UENS
node) or per consumer group (UENS

cg ), the Lorenz curve is an approximation of the Lorenz curve

that considers all consumers individually. Table 3 shows that this approximation of the Lorenz curve

results in lower values of the fairness indices UENS
node and UENS

cg , quantifying the inequality between nodes305

and between consumer groups resp., compared to UENS, which considers different consumer groups at

different nodes. Individual inequality is always understated if aggregation is used.

Table 3: Unfairness between nodes UENS
node, between consumer groups UENS

cg and between different consumer groups at

different nodes UENS for the base case and two investment decisions.

Base Inv. 1: Additional Inv. 2: Replacement

UENS
node 0.57 0.54 0.48

UENS
cg 0.19 0.34 0.10

UENS 0.60 0.59 0.54

Even if data are available at the level of individual consumers, it makes sense to calculate the

inequality between nodes or between consumer groups. Consumers’ perception of their peers influences

18



which groups need to be considered in the calculation of the fairness index. If consumers are concerned310

about equality between consumer groups (e.g. residential and non-residential), the fairness index

UENS
cg should be used. If they are more concerned about equality between individuals, irrespective

of their consumer group, the fairness index UENS should be used. Similarly, the fairness index can

also be calculated within groups, such as the inequality between residential consumers or between

non-residential consumers across the different nodes in the system, as shown in Table 4. This table315

shows that for the presented case study the inequality within the consumer groups is mostly affected

by investment 1. Inequality between residential consumers reduces, whereas inequality between non-

residential consumers increases. This also explains why inequality between consumer groups in case

of investment 1 increases compared to the base case, whereas inequality between nodes or individual

consumers decreases, as shown in Table 3. These conclusions are hard to make based on the original320

data, without the use of a fairness index as proposed in this paper.

Table 4: Unfairness UENS between consumers across the different nodes in the system in the two considered consumer

groups for the base case and two investment decisions.

Consumer groups

Residential Non-residential

Base 0.55 0.47

Inv. 1: Additional 0.34 0.64

Inv. 2: Replacement 0.48 0.52

8. Reducing unfairness of consumers

If the fairness index shows that the distribution of unreliability among consumers is highly unfair,

measures can be taken to reduce this unfairness. The TSO can decide to safeguard the most affected

consumers if load curtailment is required in the future. This requires a detailed study to see which325

consumers are mostly affected in a positive and negative way.

From a socio-economic perspective it might be better to have a certain level of inequality, e.g., in

systems with remote and sparsely populated load points. In this case it is not economically viable to

have the same level of redundancy for these remote load points as for a densely populated area. This

decision might result in a higher share of energy not supplied in these remote load points. A cost-330

effective way to reduce the level of unfairness in this case might be to invest in small, local generation

units, possibly (partly) subsidized. Other options are a market for reliability or end-consumer contracts

where the price depends on the reliability level. Bi-lateral interruptible load contracts between TSOs
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and large industrial consumers with flexible processes are already in place nowadays, but they might

be extended to include smaller consumers as well. Although these kinds of economic compensations335

or reliability-based consumption choices do not affect the inequality of reliability itself, they result

in a more fair distribution of the cost of unreliability. The equity between consumers will improve if

consumers can indicate what they need with reliability-based electricity consumption choices. Smart

grids with smart metering and demand-side management can help in this respect.

To obtain satisfactory results, the design of these measures should be done with care. Regulators340

should assess society’s preferences in terms of the definition of fairness of the distribution of power

system reliability. This assessment should include for instance end-users’ perception of their peers, but

also the minimal level of service reliability that should be supplied to all consumers to protect lower

social classes. Based on an appropriate definition of fairness, measures can be designed to reduce the

unfairness between end-users. However, the exact determination of the interruption costs is a challenge345

in the compensation of affected consumers and the design of reliability-based consumption frameworks.

Not only are energy not served and demand per consumer hard to obtain, also exact values of lost

load per node or per consumer are rarely available in practice. The level of detail in value of lost load

data will improve in the future, as the fourth energy package of the European Commission prescribes

that all member states have to establish at least a single estimate of VOLL for their territory and can350

establish a VOLL per bidding zone, if they have several ones. In many other regions such obligation

does not yet exist, but more and more studies are estimating VOLL with a higher level of detail, taking

into account differentiation in terms of type of consumers, time and duration. An overview of these

studies can be found in [34].

9. Conclusion355

The proposed Gini-based and variance-based fairness indices facilitate the assessment of fairness

of the distribution of reliability among end-users in power systems. Their design is generic, as dif-

ferent reliability indicators can be used. This enables the assessment for different end-users, such as

consumers, generators and flexibility providers, of two interpretations of fairness: equality and equity.

Although neither of the proposed variance-based or Gini-based indices has all ideal properties,360

we recommend to use the Gini index, as (i) it is the most commonly used measure of inequality in

widely studied economic contexts, (ii) it has a transparent graphical presentation and interpretation

based on Lorenz curves, and (iii) its bounded zero - one scale facilitates interpretation, allows for easy

comparison between different reliability indicators and facilitates its use in multi-attribute decision

theory.365

A fairness index is a straightforward and transparent tool to verify the impact of reliability actions.
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It enables system stakeholders to track fairness. To get detailed information about the perceived

fairness of specific entities (like groups of end-users or geographic regions) or to identify the most-

affected ones, the proposed fairness ratios can be used.

This paper has also briefly discussed measures to directly reduce unfairness in terms of energy not370

supplied, such as alternating the affected customers over time, or to do so indirectly by redistributing

the consequences, such as through compensation schemes, markets for reliability or reliability-based

end-consumer contracts. Future work should focus on the determination of an appropriate fairness

target and the careful design of measures to reduce unfairness in a cost-effective way. The proposed

indices can be usefully applied to evaluate the impact of such measures.375
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Appendix A. Analytical derivation of the fairness ratio

Fairness in a power system reliability context is defined in terms of a relative reliability level. The

cumulative distribution function of the relative unreliability FE(x) represents the proportion of the

base variable having a relative unreliability
rj
bj

below or equal to x. The cumulative distribution

function of the relative unreliability corresponds to the cumulative proportion of the base variable. In

our discrete case, the cumulative distribution function FE can thus be expressed as:

FE

(
rk
bk

)
=

k∑
j=1

b[j]∑
j′∈J bj′

= Bk (A.1)

Where b[j] is the jth order statistic of the base variable, which corresponds to the base variable of the

end-user having the jth smallest relative unreliability
rj
bj

.470

The generic fairness ratio can be analytically derived based on the condition that the derivative

of the Lorenz curve should equal one at each point for a fair distribution. The Lorenz curve is an

analytical function of the inverse cumulative distribution function F−1E of the random variable under

study, i.e., the relative unreliability level, and the cumulative proportion of the base variable B [38]:

L(B) =

∫ B

0
F−1E (z)dz∫ 1

0
F−1E (z)dz

(A.2)
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The Lorenz curve represents the cumulative percentage of the unreliability in the system held by a

cumulative proportion of the base variable in the system. In the discrete problem at hand, the Lorenz

curve in Eq. (A.2) can be formulated as:

L(Bk) =

k∑
j=1

r[j]∑
j′∈J rj′

= Rk (A.3)

If the equality or fairness condition of the Lorenz curve, i.e., ρj =
dL(Bj)
dBj

= 1 ∀j ∈ J , is applied to

the discrete derivative of the Lorenz curve, this results in:

Rj −Rj−1

Bj −Bj−1
=

rj∑
j′∈J rj′

bj∑
j′∈J bj′

= ρj (A.4)

Fair: ρj =
dL(Bj)

dBj
= 1 ∀j ∈ J (A.5)

Eq. (A.4) corresponds to Eq. (2).

Appendix B. Analytical derivation of the Gini-based fairness index

The proposed Gini-based fairness index of power system reliability U is defined as the ratio of the

surface area between the line of fairness and the Lorenz curve (A) over the total surface area under

the line of fairness (A+B). This can be analytically expressed in terms of the Lorenz curve L(B) as:

U =
A

A+B
= 1− 2

∫ 1

0

L(B)dB (B.1)

In a discrete case, this can be expressed as:

U = 1− 2

J∑
j=1

∫ Bj

Bj−1

L(B)dB (B.2)

This corresponds to the integration over the piece-wise linear Lorenz curve for which the unfairness

ratio represents the slope of the different pieces. Applying the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration

to (B.2) results in:

U = 1−
J∑

k=1

(Bk −Bk−1)(Rk +Rk−1) (B.3)

which corresponds to Eq. 11.
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